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Circadian clocks play a key role in regulating a vast array of bio-
logical processes, with significant implications for human health.
Accurate assessment of physiological time using transcriptional
biomarkers found in human blood can significantly improve diag-
nosis of circadian disorders and optimize the delivery time of
therapeutic treatments. To be useful, such a test must be accurate,
minimally burdensome to the patient, and readily generalizable to
new data. A major obstacle in development of gene expression
biomarker tests is the diversity of measurement platforms and
the inherent variability of the data, often resulting in predictors
that perform well in the original datasets but cannot be univer-
sally applied to new samples collected in other settings. Here, we
introduce TimeSignature, an algorithm that robustly infers circa-
dian time from gene expression. We demonstrate its application
in data from three independent studies using distinct microarrays
and further validate it against a new set of samples profiled by
RNA-sequencing. Our results show that TimeSignature is more
accurate and efficient than competing methods, estimating circa-
dian time to within 2 h for the majority of samples. Importantly,
we demonstrate that once trained on data from a single study,
the resulting predictor can be universally applied to yield highly
accurate results in new data from other studies independent of
differences in study population, patient protocol, or assay plat-
form without renormalizing the data or retraining. This feature is
unique among expression-based predictors and addresses a major
challenge in the development of generalizable, clinically use-
ful tests.

circadian rhythms | gene expression dynamics | machine learning |
cross-platform prediction

C ircadian clocks drive a vast repertoire of periodic biochemi-
cal, physiological, and behavioral processes. At the cellular

level, they are governed by a complex network of biochem-
ical interactions that regulate circadian dynamics in virtually
every organ. Genetic studies in the fruit fly, mouse, and humans
have revealed an evolutionarily conserved mechanism driven
by the oscillatory activation and repression of core clock genes
(including Clock, Bmal1, Per1-3, and Cry1-3) (1, 2). In mam-
mals, this system potentially regulates the expression of nearly
half the genome (3) (in aggregate across tissues), transmitting
temporal information to coordinate cellular processes. These
hundreds of rhythmic genes exhibit diurnal expression peaks
in many organs at various times, presumably reflecting time of
day-specific functions in different tissues.

Abundant epidemiological evidence links circadian regulation
to human health, with consequences for disease risk and drug
efficacy (3–20). This body of evidence suggests that assessments
of physiological time could be valuable for disease risk predic-
tion, diagnostic assays, and refined treatment protocols and has
motivated a growing interest in using measurements of circa-
dian regulation in the clinic. Although a number of measures
are currently used to assay human circadian clocks in clinical

and research settings (melatonin, cortisol, core body tempera-
ture, actigraphy, and even core clock gene expression) (21), they
suffer shortcomings that limit their utility. The major limitation
of these techniques is the need for serial sampling over extended
periods of several hours, which is both costly and burdensome to
the patient.

The discovery that the clock gene program is present in
almost all tissues, including peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs), suggests the existence of cell-autonomous clocks and
offers an alternative approach for circadian assessment. These
peripheral clocks are synchronized with the neural pacemaker
in the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) (22), which
drives rhythmic expression of the pineal hormone melatonin and
adrenal cortisol secretion, as well as body temperature and feed-
ing rhythms. Changes in gene expression in PBMC correlates
with habitual sleep-wake timing, consistent with the notion that
PBMC rhythms are reset by the circadian pacemaker in the SCN,
which also drives circadian sleep–wake changes (23). Peripheral
clocks thus serve as a surrogate marker of the circadian state in
the brain. The development of an assay from a small number of
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blood draws would represent a major step forward, facilitating
assessments of circadian timing in a range of conditions.

A promising approach for such an assay would be to use tran-
scriptional profiling of PBMC to detect circadian rhythms by
using variations in gene expression as an indicator of circadian
state. Identifying molecules whose expression varies periodi-
cally with the circadian cycle has been the focus of multiple
studies (24, 25), with a number of methods proposed for this
problem (26–30). Recently, the periodic structure of cycling tran-
scripts has been exploited to identify molecular rhythms from
unordered expression measurements (31). In general, however,
the inverse problem of attempting to infer circadian time from a
set of transcriptomic markers has received little attention. From
an analytical standpoint, this challenge is a machine-learning
problem: that of predicting the value of a periodic variable (time
of day) from variations in a high-dimensional feature space (gene
expression). To be clinically useful, such a predictor should ide-
ally have three major capabilities. First, it must yield highly
accurate predictions in human subjects (not simply in model
organisms under strictly controlled conditions) with enough pre-
cision that a clinically relevant shift in an individual’s circadian
rhythm could be reliably inferred from the difference in the pre-
dicted and true time of day. Second, it must be able to yield
these predictions using a minimal number of samples from the
tested individual (so as to minimize the invasiveness of the test)
with a parsimonious set of markers (i.e., tens rather than thou-
sands of genes) both to ensure feasibility and to reduce noise.
Third, the predictor must be insensitive to differences in sam-
ple processing or assay technologies [e.g., different microarray
platforms, RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq), RT-PCR, etc.], includ-
ing platforms that differ from the training data, to ensure its
generalizability.

No method proposed for this purpose to date has achieved
all of the above capabilities. The Molecular Timetable method
(32), which uses the peak expression times of a complement
of ∼50 genes to assess circadian time, is highly inaccurate
when applied to human data (33, 34). BioClock (35), a related
approach that uses deep neural networks to learn the time from
a complement of cycling genes, has also only been successfully
applied to well-controlled mouse data. The machine-learning–
based ZeitZeiger method (33, 36) improves upon the accuracy
in human data but cannot be applied to a new sample with-
out retraining the entire machine, thus sacrificing reproducibil-
ity and interpretability (since in effect each new subject will
have a different predictor). A more recent method using par-
tial least squares regression (PLSR) (34) also exhibits improved
accuracy but requires assaying a complement of ∼26,000 tran-
scripts to standardize the 100 genes ultimately used in the
PLSR model.

Most critically, none of the algorithms proposed to date has
established that a predictor trained in one set of human samples
can accurately generalize to a completely new dataset, which may
exhibit different characteristics from the training data that can-
not be accounted for when fitting the model. In all cases (32–34,
36), when separate datasets were used, they were first combined
and co-normalized (and, in some cases, constrained to follow the
same protocol and platform) before being separated into training
and testing subsets. Because the validation data in these studies
did not comprise independent external samples, the generaliz-
ability and reproducibility of these methods remains an open
question.

Demonstrating the ability of the predictor to generalize to
external datasets is crucial in two ways. First, it ensures that
the predictor is not sensitive to systematic differences be-
tween the training data and the dataset used in the prediction.
When the disparate datasets are combined before being redi-
vided into training and testing subsets, it creates an artificial
expectation that the testing data will statistically resemble the

training data in a manner that is unrealistic in practice (where
new patients would comprise a distinct batch). Second, it ensures
that the predictor remains relevant even as new assay technolo-
gies are developed; a model that was devised using microarray
data, for example, should remain accurate when applied to RNA-
seq data if the underlying signal is biologically relevant. The
need for an accurate and generalizable predictor that is able
to overcome differences in clinical and experimental protocols
motivates this work.

Results
Here we present “TimeSignature,” a machine-learning approach
that yields precise predictions of time of day from human blood
transcriptomic data. The TimeSignature algorithm, described in
detail below, uses a unique within-subject normalization proce-
dure that is well-suited to circadian profiling and reduces the
variability between studies without requiring common experi-
mental platforms, batch correction, or retraining the machine to
account for cross-study variability. The resulting predictor com-
prises only ∼40 genes, which can be assayed using any quantita-
tion method. As we demonstrate below, the predictor maintains
high accuracy when applied to completely separate validation
datasets, including those using different microarray platforms
and RNA-seq. The result is a time-prediction algorithm that is
efficient, accurate, and generalizable.

To demonstrate TimeSignature’s capabilities, we applied our
predictor to public data from a microarray study quantifying the
human blood transcriptome over the circadian cycle (37) and
then validated it using three independent datasets: two other
public microarray studies (38, 39) as well as new data from 11
additional healthy subjects profiled by RNA-seq. In all of the
public studies and our new data, we were able to predict the time
of day at which the sample was collected with a median error
rate of under 2 h in human subjects. We compare our results to
those obtained using state-of-the-art methods (34, 36) demon-
strating that TimeSignature significantly outperforms competing
methods in efficiency, accuracy, and generalizability.

As we show below, a key feature of the TimeSignature predic-
tor is its consistent accuracy across study protocols, patient con-
ditions, and transcriptomics platforms. Once trained on microar-
ray data from a single public circadian expression profiling study,
the predictor can be applied with high accuracy to data from
other studies using different microarray platforms or RNA-seq
without renormalizing the data or retraining the machine. This
capability is exceptional in the context of omics analyses, where
the systematic variation of “batch effects” often overwhelms
the signal of interest. The robust detection of the TimeSigna-
ture signal, even across distinct studies and platforms, supports
the notion that the pattern of circadian gene expression being
detected by the algorithm is strong and highly reproducible.
The generalizability of the predictor is also an extremely use-
ful feature from a practical standpoint, making TimeSignature
a promising diagnostic tool.

The TimeSignature Method
The basic framework consists of a rescaling/normalization step,
fitting the predictor using the training data, and applying it to
predict time of day in new samples from disparate studies.

Within-Subject Renormalization. To ensure that the predictor can
be applied to high-throughput gene expression profiling data
independently of the measurement platform used, it is necessary
to ensure that the data are expressed on a consistent and unit-
less scale. To this end, the gene expression measurements are
first log2 transformed (as is customary for transcriptomic data),
such that a unit increase in gene expression values within each
study considered represents a doubling in mRNA abundance.
We will denote the (log2) expression of gene j in sample i as
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xij , where sample i corresponds to a measurement from subject
si taken at time ti . Next, for each subject in each study, the mean
log2 expression level of each gene is computed across all assayed
timepoints for that subject over the circadian cycle, and the data
for each gene are centered about its diurnal mean on a per-
subject basis:

zij = xij −
∑N

k=1 1sk=si xkj∑N
k=1 1sk=si

, [1]

where 1sk=si is an indicator function that ensures that the nor-
malization is performed within, rather than across, subjects. The
resulting renormalized value zij thus represents the fold-change
deviation of gene j at time ti from its mean over time in subject
si . Equivalently, zij is the log of the ratio of the raw mRNA mea-
surement to its geometric mean; it is therefore a unitless quantity
and hence independent of the original assay platform.

It should be noted that for Eq. 1 to be meaningful, each sub-
ject must have expression data for at least two timepoints and
that these should be spaced in time such that the second term
of Eq. 1 represents a valid summary of the average expression of
gene j over the course of a day. In practice (see Application to
Human Data), two measurements per subject separated in time
by 10 h are sufficient without compromising prediction accuracy.
Because we envision that the typical use case will have the mini-
mal number of draws per subject, in what follows we will only be
using two samples per subject for the normalization when making
predictions.

Fitting the Periodic Elastic Net Predictor. Having transformed the
training data as described above, a multivariate regression model
with elastic net regularization (40) is fit to predict sinusoidal
functions of the time of day as a function of the transformed gene
expression data. Specifically, we perform a bivariate regression of
the cartesian coordinates corresponding to the angle of the hour
hand on a 24-h clock,

Y(N×2) =

[
cos(2πti/24)
sin(2πti/24)

]T
=β0 +Z(N×p)β(p×2) +η(N×2),

[2]

where ti denotes the time of day for observation i , Z is the N
(observations) × p (genes) matrix of predictors after the trans-
formation described in Eq. 1, and η follows a bivariate normal
distribution. (Note here that N denotes the number of observa-
tions, not the number of subjects; that is, if there are n subjects
each with a time-series comprising m blood draws, the total
number of observations is N =nm .)

In our application, the number of possible predictors (genes)
far outstrips the number of observations; more importantly, we
expect that the vast majority of assayed genes will not be strongly
predictive of time. To reduce overfitting and obtain a parsimo-
nious model, we use elastic net regularization (40) for feature
selection. That is, rather than computing a least squares fit to
Eq. 2, we solve the penalized problem

min
(β0,β)∈R(p+1)×2

[
1

2N

N∑
i=1

∥∥∥~yi −β0−βT~zi

∥∥∥2
F
+ [3]

+ λ

(
(1−α)‖β‖2F/2+α

p∑
j=1

√
β2
j1 +β2

j2

)]
,

where ~zi is a p-dimensional column vector containing the full
gene expression profile for sample i , ~yi is the 2-dimensional vec-
tor of cosine and sine time terms derived from ti (the time at
which the i th sample was taken), β2

j1 and β2
j2 correspond to the

entries in the j th row of the matrix β (representing the coefficient
for gene j modeling the cosine and sine time terms, respectively),
and ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius (Euclidean) norm—that is, the
square root of the sum of the squares of the matrix elements.

In Eq. 3, the first term corresponds to the usual total least
squares fit, while the second term assigns a penalty, tuned by λ,
that depends upon the norms of the regression coefficients. As
shown in ref. 40, when α> 0, the penalty terms shrink the β coef-
ficients toward 0, ultimately removing predictors from the model
if the improvement to the least squares fit produced by keeping
them does not adequately compensate the penalty. The param-
eter λ governs the stiffness of the penalty and hence the degree
of shrinkage; larger values of λ will produce more parsimonious
models. In practice, both λ and α (which governs the trade-off
between the Frobenius and L1 group norm penalty) are tuned by
cross-validation, as described in ref. 40.

It can be seen from the second (L1) penalty term in Eq. 3
that a group lasso penalty is applied to each pair of coefficients
(βj1,βj2), implying that the gene’s influence on both the cosine
and sine time terms are considered simultaneously. This has the
appealing property of yielding sparsity in the overall model while
limiting sparsity within the group; when α=1, the group lasso
penalty implies that a given gene j will have nonzero βs for either
both the cosine and sine time functions or neither (41). This use
of elastic net yields a more accurate predictor using fewer genes
compared with other methods.

Predicting Time of Day and Assessing Accuracy. Once the coeffi-
cients are fit, predictions for the time of day may be estimated
from the above model using the four-quadrant inverse tan-
gent as

t̂i =
24

2π
(atan2(ŷi1, ŷi2) mod (2π)), [4]

where the modulo is used to ensure that the conversion from
angle to time ranges on [0, 24). We can then compare this to the
true time of day for sample i to assess the prediction accuracy.
Crucially, however, we are only interested in the hours by which
the prediction is off, modulo whole days. We thus compute

εi =min
(∣∣t̂i − ti

∣∣, 24− ∣∣t̂i − ti
∣∣) [5]

to assess the prediction error for a sample i , where the min(·)
function ensures that a 23-h difference is treated as a 1-h differ-
ence. This may be thought of as the angular error, in hours, of
the predicted time of day.

It bears observing that the ŷ values predicted by Eq. 2 are
not guaranteed to lie on the unit circle (where the true response
data lie) and that in fitting Eq. 3 we seek to minimize the square
of the total error. This is given in Cartesian coordinates as the
first term of Eq. 3, and it is easy to see (by a simple coordinate
transformation) that this will also minimize the combined angu-
lar and radial errors as the Frobenius norm is invariant under
orthogonal transformation. In assessing the accuracy via Eqs. 4
and 5, however, we concern ourselves solely with the angular
component, disregarding the radial error. While it is theoreti-
cally possible that allowing the radial error to become arbitrarily
large may permit better angular accuracy at the expense of
the overall fit, we choose to fit Eqs. 2 and 3, minimizing the
total error for mathematical convenience (enabling the use of
standard multivariate regression tools) and as a soft constraint
keeping the prediction close to the unit circle (since, in this set-
ting, it is not clear how to interpret the meaning of a large radial
error).

Application to Human Data
To demonstrate the accuracy of the TimeSignature algorithm,
we apply it to data from four distinct transcription profiling stud-
ies of human blood. The first three of these datasets comprise
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publicly available microarray data from published studies (37–
39). The final dataset comprises RNA-seq profiling data from
11 new subjects recruited by our team as described in Materials
and Methods (detailed clinical and experimental protocols can be
found in SI Appendix).

Data for all four studies were restricted to the genes assayed
in common across the various studies, a total of 7,768 genes.
Recognizing that in most applications only two samples, rather
than a full circadian time course, would be available to calcu-
late the within-subject normalization (Eq. 1), we mimicked the
two-timepoint case by selecting the timepoint of interest and a
single other sample ∼12 h away to compute the means in Eq. 1
for the prediction tests. The TimeSignature method was applied
as described above. By way of comparison, both ZeitZeiger
(33, 36) and the PLSR method (34) were applied using the
same datasets following the protocols described in the respective
papers. We also explored how the spacing of the samples affects
the TimeSignature results.

Training TimeSignature and Identifying Predictive Genes. A random
subset comprising half of the subjects from the Möller–Levet
dataset were selected to train the TimeSignature predictor.
Within this training set, 10-fold cross-validation was used to tune
the penalty parameters λ and α, yielding a parsimonious model
that may then be applied to other data.

Of the 7,768 genes input, the model with the optimal choice
of penalties comprises approximately 40 genes, achieving the
desired feature selection. Because this fit is, to some degree,
influenced by the random selection of training samples, we
repeated this process several times to investigate the overlap of
the chosen predictors. In 12 such runs, a set of 18 genes were
chosen as predictors a majority of the time (Table 1). How-
ever, when we attempted to reduce the set of predictors to those
genes alone, we observed greater out-of-bag and testing errors
than we obtained from the ∼40-gene models, indicating that the
additional genes account for a nonnegligible component of the
time prediction. The variability in these “auxiliary predictors” is
thought to be due to correlated expression among genes.

Within-Study Accuracy. Having fit the model using the Möller–
Levet training subset, we then applied the TimeSignature pre-
dictor to the remaining data (the Test Set) to obtain time of

Table 1. TimeSignature predictive genes

Gene Freq. Gene Freq. Gene Freq.

DDIT4 1.00 GZMB 0.58 CAMKK1 0.17
GHRL 1.00 CLEC10 A 0.50 DTYMK 0.17
PER1 1.00 PDK1 0.50 NPEPL1 0.08
EPHX2 0.92 GPCPD1 0.50 MS4A3 0.08
GNG2 0.83 MUM1 0.33 IL13RA1 0.08
IL1B 0.83 STIP1 0.33 ID3 0.08
DHRS13 0.83 CHSY1 0.25 MEGF6 0.08
NR1D1 0.75 AK5 0.25 TCN1 0.08
ZNF438 0.75 CYB561 0.25 NSUN3 0.08
NR1D2 0.75 SLPI 0.25 POLH 0.08
CD38 0.75 PARP2 0.25 SYT11 0.08
TIAM2 0.75 PGPEP1 0.17 SH2D1B 0.08
CD1C 0.75 C12orf75 0.17 REM2 0.08
LLGL2 0.58 FKBP4 0.17

A set of 41 genes is sufficient for accurate TimeSignature prediction. As
described in the text, the predictors may vary slightly depending on the
training data; the frequency with which each gene was selected as a pre-
dictor across 12 repeated runs using different training samples is given.
Eighteen are selected the majority of the time; the remaining “auxiliary”
predictors vary from run to run. Genes are sorted in order of selection
frequency.

day predictions for each sample based on its renormalized gene
expression data. (As mentioned previously, here only two sam-
ples per subject were used for the normalization step, Eq. 1.)
A plot comparing predicted to true times for those samples is
shown in the top row of the first column of Fig. 1. Below, a plot
of the cumulative density of the absolute time error is shown;
that is, for a given value on the x axis, the y axis indicates the
proportion of samples with error |εi |< x (cf. Eq. 5). We observe
a median error under 2 h in each dataset, with a median absolute
error across all datasets of 1:37.

In addition, we also compute the area under the error cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) curves in the Lower row. For
completely random predictions, we expect that the error CDF
should be a straight diagonal line, from 0% with error < 0 at
the lower left to 100% with error ≤ 12 h at upper right. (Recall
that, per Eq. 5, 12 h is the maximum possible error.) To aid
interpretability, we normalize the axes such that they range [0, 1],
forming a unit square, and compute the area under the normal-
ized curve (nAUC). Under the null, where predictions are no
better than chance, the error CDF would have nAUC = 0.5; a
perfect predictor would have nAUC= 1. In the Test dataset, we
obtain nAUC = 0.84, substantially better than chance.

Validation: Cross-Study and Cross-Platform Accuracy. Ultimately,
the utility of a predictor depends on how well it performs when
applied to data collected in other settings, where the exper-
imental protocols, sample preparation, and possibly even the
expression profiling platform may differ from the data used in
training. To validate the performance of our trained predictor,
we applied it to data from three other independent studies: V1
(microarray data from ref. 38), V2 (microarray data from ref. 39),
and V3 (new RNA-seq data).

Notably, not only were the experimental conditions (i.e., sleep
protocols) different among the various studies (see refs. 37–
39 and SI Appendix), the gene expression profiling platforms
also differed: V1 used the same custom Agilent microarray
platform used in the training data (38), while V2 used a dif-
ferent Rosetta/Merck Human RSTA Custom Affymetrix 2.0
microarray (39) and the new V3 samples were profiled by
RNA-seq rather than microarray. As discussed previously, no
between-study normalization or batch correction of any sort was
performed; after the standard preprocessing of each dataset,
TimeSignature was applied following Eqs. 1, 2, 4, and 5 with-
out any additional manipulation of the data. In other words,
at no point was the new data “recalibrated” with reference to
the training data. The previously trained predictor was applied
directly to each of these new datasets, without any retraining of
the machine.

The results of these validation analyses are shown in the last
three columns of Fig. 1. While it may be expected that system-
atic differences between the studies would result in diminished
accuracy, we note that the performance in the validation sets are
comparable to that of the Test Set, with median absolute errors
ranging from 1:21 to 1:42. While V1 exhibited slightly greater
errors, this was not statistically significant; indeed, none of the
error distributions of the validation sets differed significantly
from that of the within-study Test Set (p= {0.1, 1, 1} for V1, V2,
and V3, respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test), nor was there any
systematic variation in error across the four datasets (p=0.1,
Kruskal–Wallis). Likewise, the nAUCs obtained in those inde-
pendent datasets were close to that of the Test Set, ranging from
0.83 to 0.86. We thus conclude that the accuracy of our predictor
is stable across studies and transcription profiling platforms.

TimeSignature Is Accurate Across Sleep Protocols. Each of the
datasets used for testing TimeSignature used different sleep pro-
tocols for the subjects (see SI Appendix, Table S1). Additionally,
the three public datasets to which we applied TimeSignature
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Fig. 1. Accuracy of TimeSignature predictor applied to data from four distinct studies. Each column corresponds to the indicated dataset. The TimeSignature
predictor was trained on a subset of subjects from the Möller–Levet study (37) and then applied to the remaining subjects (Test Set) along with three
independent datasets: V1 (38), V2 (39), and V3. For each sample being predicted, two-point within-subject normalization was performed using that sample
and a single other sample from the same subject ∼12 h away. In the top row, the predicted time of day vs. true time of day for each sample is shown.
Dark and light gray bands indicate an error range of ±2 and ±4 about the true time. For the first three studies, color of the point indicates experimental
condition: in the Test Set, control (black) vs. sleep restriction (orange); in V1, control (black) vs. forced desynchrony (orange); in V2, control days (black),
sleep deprived day (orange), and recovery day (blue). In V3, all subjects (n = 11) were in the control constant-routine condition (black). In the bottom row,
we plot the fraction of correctly predicted samples for each study vs. the size of the error for the TimeSignature predictor (solid black), PLSR-based model
(dashed purple), and ZeitZeiger (dotted cyan). Normalized area under the curves (nAUCs) (see Materials and Methods) and median absolute errors are listed
for each. The TimeSignature median absolute error across all samples in all studies was 1:37.

each came from studies investigating the transcriptional response
to sleep-disrupting interventions: sleep restriction in the Test Set
(37), forced desynchrony (FD) in V1 (38), and sleep deprivation
in V2 (39). This large variety of distinct sleep protocols provides
a natural means to examine how the accuracy of TimeSignature
is affected by external conditions.

We find that TimeSignature remains accurate across all studies
despite the differing protocols, including disruptive conditions
such as sleep deprivation and FD. The results shown in the first
three top panels of Fig. 1 are colored by the intervention status,
with black corresponding to control and other colors indicat-
ing a disrupted condition. While the error is slightly greater in
the disrupted conditions than in the controls within each study,
the results are generally quite similar. The largest difference
in accuracy was observed in the FD protocol used in study V1
(38) (median absolute error 2:05 for FD vs. 1:26 for controls),
with the predicted times in the FD subjects lagging the true
times by ∼2 h on average. These observations are consistent
with what we would expect from a free-running clock in the
FD condition; the subjects’ internal clocks, on which our pre-
dictions are based, will not align with the true time of day but
will be systematically shifted in one direction due to the shifting
sleep schedule. Nevertheless, we note that even in this extreme
condition, the TimeSignature predictor maintains relatively high
accuracy, suggesting that it is driven by biological rhythms rather
than experimental conditions.

Optimal Sampling Interval. A key step in the application of Time-
Signature to make predictions is the within-subject renormaliza-
tion described above, in which the expression level of each gene
is expressed as a fold change from its mean over time in each

subject (Eq. 1). As a result, every individual for whom we wish to
make a prediction must have data from at least two blood draws
so that the average can be computed.

All datasets used in our demonstration came from studies in
which blood was collected every 2–4 h over a period of one or
more days, resulting in a fairly large number of samples per sub-
ject (ranging from a low of ∼7 in dataset V1 to a high of ∼18 in
dataset V2). From a practical standpoint, however, a high sam-
pling resolution would be unfeasibly costly and burdensome to
the patient. A more realistic application would involve the min-
imal number of blood draws (two) at different hours of the day,
ideally far enough in time that their average represents the mean
over the circadian cycle. As such, we have performed the pre-
dictions shown in Fig. 1 using two near-antipodal timepoints for
the calibration rather than the full time course. In the majority
of samples, the ideal spacing of 12 h could be achieved, with a
handful (14 samples) having a pair only 8–10 h apart. This raises
the question of how sensitive the accuracy is to the spacing of the
two samples.

Using data from validation study V3, we explored how the
spacing of the two samples affects the prediction accuracy. This
was accomplished by subsetting the V3 data to two timepoints
in the study (e.g., 8 AM and 4 PM), recomputing the renormal-
ized data via Eq. 1 for each subject, and applying the previously
trained TimeSignature predictor to the subsetted data. A system-
atic sweep of all time-point pairs at all possible distances in the
V3 data demonstrated that TimeSignature’s accuracy depends
on the distance between the draws (Fig. 2). We observe a trend
toward higher nAUC as the interval approaches 12 h, which then
decreases as the interval moves back toward 24 h. This is con-
sistent with our assumption that the average of the two samples
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Fig. 2. Distribution of TimeSignature accuracy in the two-draw application
as a function of elapsed time between the first and second draw (V3 data).
Horizontal lines are given to guide the eye at nAUC = 0.5 (chance) and
nAUC = 0.7 (generally considered good). Boxes are colored according to
the absolute time-difference modulo full days (e.g., a 20-h interval corre-
sponds to a 4-h difference in time of day, and thus both the 4-h and 20-h
boxes are shaded yellow). A vertical line at 12 h indicates the axis of this
symmetry.

should be representative of the mean expression over the course
of the day: For oscillating genes with a 24-h period, the average of
two antipodal samples should yield an unbiased estimate of the
diurnal mean, whereas the average of closely spaced timepoints
will be biased toward the expression at a particular time of day,
leading to worse predictions. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that inter-
vals of 10–14 h perform best and that even intervals as narrow as
8 or 16 h yield median nAUC values > 0.8. We also observe that
the distributions are narrow for those intervals, indicating that
the accuracy does not depend on the beginning or ending time
of the interval (this is also apparent in Fig. 1, which shows that
the accuracy is independent of the time being predicted, given
that the pairs are well-spaced; further examples may be found in
SI Appendix). Finally, we observe that the distributions from the
10-, 12-, and 14-h intervals closely overlap, indicating that pre-
cisely antipodal samples are not required for high-accuracy
predictions and that spacings of as few as 8 h or as great as 16 h
often achieve near-optimal accuracy.

Comparison with Competing Methods. We compared TimeSigna-
ture against other methods for inferring circadian time from
gene expression (33, 34, 36). Importantly, this serves not only
as a comparison for the performance of TimeSignature but also
the first attempt to apply these methods to datasets completely
distinct from those on which they were trained, testing their
generalizability.

Molecular Timetable. Ueda and colleagues originally proposed a
“Molecular Timetable” method for assessing circadian time in
the mouse liver using a complement of ∼50 rhythmic genes that
exhibited unique peak times (32). By assessing the transcript
levels of these “time-indicating genes” at a single time of day,
they found that they could accurately (∼±1.5h SD) determine
the time of day that the liver was taken from the mouse based
on the relative expression levels of the time-indicating genes.
Performance in human data were not evaluated in the original
publication, as the method predated human circadian datasets;
however, subsequent application to human data in refs. 33 and
34 indicated that it is strongly outperformed by more recent
methods. (Accordingly, we omit further comparisons to Molecu-

lar Timetable and instead focus on the superior ZeitZeiger and
PLSR-based methods.)

ZeitZeiger. Recently, Hughey et al. (36) proposed “ZeitZeiger,”
a supervised machine-learning method to predict time of day
from high-dimensional observations. This method models each
feature as a periodic spline with constant variance, generates
a new set of observations by discretizing the spline fit, applies
sparse principal component (SPC) projection of the new fea-
tures to obtain a reduced set of predictors, and then uses a
maximum likelihood estimator to predict the time of day. Param-
eters for the algorithm (including the number of spline knots, the
number of discretization points, the penalty for the SPC regular-
ization, and the number of SPC components) are chosen based
on heuristics or tuned using cross-validation.

The authors originally applied ZeitZeiger to data from a
large set of transcription profiling studies comprising a variety
of mouse tissues, demonstrating much higher accuracy using a
smaller number of genes than was obtained using the Molecular
Timetable approach (36). A follow-up work applied ZeitZeiger
to human data from three published studies (33). Data from
the three studies were first combined, renormalized with respect
to one another, and then batch-corrected using ComBat (42)
to remove any systematic differences in the study platforms;
this yielded a combined dataset of 498 samples from 60 unique
individuals. ZeitZeiger’s performance was then assessed using
subject-wise cross-validation (i.e., keeping all samples from the
same subject in the same fold), yielding a median absolute error
of 2.1 h for the best choice of parameter values among the
cross-validation sets.

In contrast to ZeitZeiger, TimeSignature does not impose a
periodic model upon the predictors. More importantly, Time-
Signature does not necessitate that data from different studies
be batch-corrected, as ZeitZeiger does, avoiding several draw-
backs associated with this approach. In particular, application of
ZeitZeiger to new data (such as that of a new patient) requires
renormalizing and batch-correcting the new data with the train-
ing data and then retraining the machine. This process is both
computationally intensive and results in a different predictive
model every time ZeitZeiger is applied to new data, meaning
that the model that predicts time from gene expression is not
universal or comparable between runs. As a result, it would be
difficult to compare results for a patient over time to monitor
disease progression or treatment response. Moreover, the use of
cross-validation (CV) can underestimate the error in the multi-
batch case, since some subjects from each batch will be included
in the training data for every CV fold; no assessment was made
in ref. 33 of how it might perform in a validation dataset com-
prising a distinct batch that does not contribute in any way to the
training data.

PLSR and Differential PLSR. Finally, a method based on PLSR
was also recently proposed for application in human data (34).
Like ZeitZeiger, the PLSR-based method also takes a machine-
learning approach to generate a parsimonious predictor from the
full set of gene expression measurements. Unlike ZeitZeiger,
however, the PLSR-based method does not impose a periodic
spline model on the genes and thus has fewer parameters that
need to be set by the user (two parameters, the number of PLS
components and the number of genes used in the model, are
selected by cross-validation). The authors also considered a “dif-
ferential PLSR” method, in which gene expression differences
from two draws 12 h apart were used as the predictors rather
than the gene expression values themselves.

To demonstrate the performance of the PLSR approach, the
authors applied it to the combined data from two published
studies (also used in ref. 33 and in the present work). Because
these two datasets used the same microarray platform, little
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renormalization and no batch-correction were needed. The com-
bined data were then split into training and testing subsets
comprising 329 and 349 samples, respectively, with balanced
amounts of data from each study in the training and testing
sets. Parameters were tuned using cross-validation in the training
set, and accuracy was assessed in the held-out testing samples.
Performance using the same training/testing subsets was then
compared with that of the Molecular Timetable and ZeitZeiger.
The PLSR-based method exhibited a median absolute error of
1.9 h compared with 2.8 h for ZeitZeiger and 2.6 h for the
Molecular Timetable. Using the differential PLSR approach, the
authors were able to improve performance to a median absolute
error of 1.1 h using a PLSR model using a set of 100 genes.

However, the performance of this approach in a distinct vali-
dation dataset remained unclear. While ref. 34 avoided the issues
associated with batch correction, the fact that the studies being
combined used identical microarray platforms eliminated con-
siderable technical variability. Confining the method to use a
specific microarray platform greatly limits the practical utility of
the predictor, especially with rapidly evolving high-throughput
technologies; on the other hand, performance with other plat-
forms is unknown. Moreover, because the predictor was trained
on a balanced mixture of the two datasets, it is not possible
to tell how it would perform in a truly separate dataset. As
in ZeitZeiger (33), training and testing on mixtures of datasets
makes it impossible to assess the method’s sensitivity to system-
atic technical variations that are likely to occur when the method
is used in practice (e.g., differences between platforms, sample
handling, and laboratory protocols).

It must also be noted that even though the final PLSR predic-
tor uses a selected set of 100 genes, an initial algorithmic step
of z -scoring each sample across all genes requires assaying all
∼26, 000 genes on the original array to obtain the z scores for
the predictive markers. As a result, any application of the pre-
dictor also requires assaying ∼26, 000 genes (the vast majority
of which will not be used) to properly calibrate the z scores for
the 100 predictors. This cumbersome requirement may also limit
the method’s translatability to practical application. In contrast,
TimeSignature can be readily applied simply by assaying the 41
identified markers.

TimeSignature Outperforms ZeitZeiger and PLSR in Multiple Inde-
pendent Datasets. To compare TimeSignature’s performance to
existing methods and to assess their generalizability and cross-
platform accuracy, we performed a head-to-head comparison of
TimeSignature to both ZeitZeiger (33, 36) and the PLSR-based
approach (34). (Because both have been amply demonstrated
to outperform the Molecular Timetable method in both mouse
and human data, we omitted comparisons to the Molecular
Timetable in our study.) To ensure consistency all methods were
trained using the same samples that had been used to train
TimeSignature and applied to the same testing and validation
samples (SI Appendix, Table S1).

For ZeitZeiger, we used R packages provided by the author
in ref. 43. Following ZeitZeiger’s published instructions (43),
we first combined and batch-corrected the preprocessed gene
expression data from all four studies (SI Appendix, Table S1)
using the MetaPredict library (44). (We note here that this step,
which is not required by TimeSignature, requires that each batch
have multiple samples—that is, a batch cannot comprise data
from a single new patient.) We then applied the ZeitZeiger
method using the published code (43). As with TimeSignature,
we report the accuracy in the testing and validation sets using a
ZeitZeiger predictor that had been trained on the Möller–Levet
training subset.

For the PLSR-based approach, we followed the protocol used
in ref. 34 using the authors’ published code (45). The initial
z -scoring step was applied across all genes (as in refs. 34 and

45)—in this case, the 7,768 genes in common across all four
datasets. Using the same subset of the Möller–Levet data used
to train TimeSignature and ZeitZeiger, we performed leave-
one-out cross-validation to select the optimal number of PLSR
components (5) and genes with the highest weights (100) and
then refitted the PLSR model against the complete training data
as the final predictor. The trained model was then applied to
the remaining 900 samples from the four studies, enabling direct
comparison of TimeSignature, Zeitzeiger, and PLSR.

The bottom row of panels in Fig. 1 illustrates the accuracy
obtained in human data using ZeitZeiger and PLSR compared
with TimeSignature. For ZeitZeiger, median absolute errors
exceeded 3 h in all datasets, with nAUCs ranging from 0.65 to
0.68; while these were better than random chance, they were
significantly lower than the nAUCs obtained with TimeSigna-
ture. Consistent with prior findings (34), PLSR outperforms
ZeitZeiger, with median absolute errors of ∼2.25 h and nAUCs
between 0.75 and 0.79. TimeSignature consistently and signifi-
cantly outperforms both ZeitZeiger and PLSR in all validation
datasets with median absolute errors under 2 h and nAUCs
exceeding 0.80. Moreover, TimeSignature achieves this accuracy
using fewer predictors (41 TimeSignature genes versus 100 for
PLSR).

A comparison of the computational efficiency of the various
approaches is given in SI Appendix. Briefly, TimeSignature is
faster to train and to apply than both ZeitZeiger and the PLSR
method.

Discussion
Methods to accurately assess the state of an organism’s inter-
nal clock are necessary to understanding the role of circadian
rhythms in biological processes, diagnosing circadian disruption,
and targeting chronotherapeutics. To be practically useful, such
a method must be robust enough to withstand variability among
individuals and clinics and should minimize the burden on the
patient. TimeSignature achieves these goals by training a super-
vised machine-learning algorithm to “learn” the time of day as
a function of gene expression in blood. Once trained, the model
may be applied to new gene expression data to yield predictions
that reflect the internal state of the subjects’ biological clock.
In our tests, we demonstrated that TimeSignature provides time
predictions to within 2 h in human data, achieving considerably
higher accuracy than competing methods using the same data.
The high accuracy is achieved using a minimal number of mark-
ers (a panel comprising∼40 genes), opening a promising avenue
for the development of a simple and affordable diagnostic test.

A powerful feature of TimeSignature is that the resulting
predictor is generalizable across patient populations, clinical
protocols, and assay platforms. Above, we demonstrated that
the TimeSignature predictor could be trained on a subset of
microarray data from one public study and yield accurate pre-
dictions not only in the test subset of that study but also
in three independent datasets that differed from the train-
ing dataset in systematic and fundamental ways. Notably, this
cross-study compatibility was achieved without recalibrating
the datasets with respect to one another or explicitly model-
ing/correcting batch effects, as is required by other methods,
and without any retraining of the machine. This means that
data from a new subject can be input directly into the trained
predictor without restrictions on the assay technology and with-
out requiring any recalibration. This feature is highly unusual
among machine-learning algorithms for gene expression data,
where systemic variations often limit generalizability and either
expect specific microrarray platforms (as in ref. 34) or require
batch correction of the data (as in ref. 36). The TimeSigna-
ture algorithm avoids both constraints, yielding a predictor that
is more reliable, interpretable, and practical than competing
methods.
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TimeSignature is able to avoid the problems of cross-study
renormalization by relying instead on within-subject renormal-
ization. By centering the data for each subject about the daily
mean for that gene in that subject, we remove not only batch
effects but individual differences in baseline gene expression
as well; in effect, we are removing any constitutive differential
expression such that our model considers only the time-varying
part. Since we expect that any systematic contribution to the gene
expression will affect all timepoints equally, the fold changes
from the mean should be independent of batch, platform, or any
other external factors. Moreover, because this scheme removes
not only batch effects but also any baseline subject-to-subject
variation, we remove a source of noise in the prediction. We
believe that this step is key to the exceptional accuracies yielded
by TimeSignature.

We note that this scheme is effective because the signal rel-
evant to inferring circadian time is the fluctuation about the
mean of oscillating genes. In other contexts where the mean gene
expression is the signal of interest (as is the case in most studies
of differential gene expression), the within-subject renormaliza-
tion presented here would remove the variable of interest. As
such, the within-subject renormalization use by TimeSignature is
designed for, and uniquely suited to, modeling cyclic behaviors
such as circadian rhythms.

TimeSignature’s within-subject normalization is readily applied
to new data, without manipulating the other data (including the
training set) or the trained predictor in any way. While TimeSig-
nature requires at least two samples (blood draws) from a given
subject so that the diurnal mean can be estimated, the clinical
burden of this requirement is mitigated by the fact that the draws
may be flexibly scheduled; while spacing the samples 12 h apart
is ideal, a spacing of 10, or even 8, yields highly accurate results.
Moreover, the fact that TimeSignature is accurate independent
of the sleep protocol and the time of day when the samples
are taken permits great flexibility in scheduling patients for the
two draws.

We also note that approaches that rely on cross-normalization
(such as ZeitZeiger or the Molecular Timetable method) can
only be applied to predict time of day from a single blood draw
only when that sample was already part of the original dataset,
since cross-normalization with the training data requires that
there be at least two samples (and ideally many more) in the
“batch” comprising the data from the new patient. As such, these
approaches are likewise unable to overcome the need for mul-
tiple samples. Moreover, because batch correction ascribes any
systematic differences between batches to a batch error, relevant
biological differences will be lost. If a new batch of circadian
data comes from only a limited range of phases (e.g., samples
obtained at standard lab collection times), batch correction to a
training set that spanned all circadian phases is likely to remove
the circadian signal of interest. This is a significant limitation for
methods that rely on batch correction.

In contrast, while the PLSR-based method is able to make
single-draw predictions without batch correction, it achieves
this by using genome-wide z -scoring to calibrate the predictors,
requiring thousands more genes to be assayed than are used in
the model, and likewise exhibits improved performance when
two samples with a 12-h separation are provided.∗ Additionally,
the choice of elastic net over PLSR for feature selection in
TimeSignature also likely contributes to its accuracy. It has been

*It should be noted that the two-sample differential PLSR method (34) uses the known
time separation in making the prediction, those yielding predictions that are necessarily
12 h apart, while TimeSignature makes the predictions independently (and is thus not
directly comparable to the differential PLSR method). This constraint may make the
differential PLSR method undesirable in cases where one wishes to detect asymmetries
in the circadian rhythm.

shown that PLSR tends to shrink the low-variance predictors but
can also inflate the high-variance predictors, making it unstable
and yielding a higher prediction error than penalized regression
(46–48). In high dimensions, when the number of predictors is
much greater than the sample size, elastic net has been shown to
yield more accurate results than PLSR (48–50). TimeSignature’s
ability to achieve high accuracy using only two samples from an
individual with great flexibility in timing (8–12 h apart) using a
complement of only 40 genes is a significant advance.

We suggest that it is this unique combination of two-sample
normalization and the application of elastic net that enables
TimeSignature to achieve its performance, as described above.
Still, it may be of interest to investigate “hybrid” variations
of TimeSignature and the other methods, which may further
improve on TimeSignature performance or address its con-
straints (e.g., by eventually enabling the elastic net implemen-
tation to be applied to single samples).

Finally, we note that while we have successfully demonstrated
TimeSignature’s ability to generalize across platforms and envi-
ronmental conditions (such as sleep deprivation) when applied
to healthy adults, to date no method (including ours) has been
tested across a broad range of conditions and diseases, in par-
ticular those that are associated with circadian dysregulation.
Additionally, while the predictor is robust to the short-term sleep
disruption conditions probed in the various studies (37–39), it is
not known how it will behave when such conditions are chronic.
Both of these constitute an important avenue for future research.
We also note that the predictor was designed using gene expres-
sion profiles in whole blood and so may require retraining to be
applied in other tissues.

In total, TimeSignature represents a powerful new approach
for assessing the internal state of the circadian clock, yield-
ing high accuracies (within 2 h) even in “noisy” human data.
Our results demonstrate that TimeSignature significantly out-
performs competing approaches. The generalizability of the
TimeSignature predictor is both exceptional and useful, enabling
it to be applied in clinical settings without extensive recalibra-
tion or restrictions on experimental protocols. It requires only
two blood samples from a subject, suitably but flexibly spaced
in time, to achieve these results, making it much more feasible
than 24-h serial sampling currently used in clinical settings. These
results demonstrate TimeSignature’s clinical utility as a tool for
the expression-based diagnosis of sleep disorders and targeted
chronotherapies.

Materials and Methods
Public Data Sources. We analyzed data from three independent studies com-
prising transcription profiling time courses in human blood. Data were
obtained from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) repository (51)
and imported into R using GEO-query (52) under the following accession
numbers: GSE39445 (37), GSE48113 (38), and GSE56931 (39). Details of the
datasets may be found in SI Appendix, Table S1. Microarray preprocessing
had been previously performed by the original authors (37–39) and was left
unchanged for the purpose of the present study. The reference time was
the clock time each sample was taken, as melatonin data are not universally
available.

RNA-Seq Data. Data from 11 new subjects comprise the final dataset, V3.
Recruitment and inclusion/exclusion criteria are described in SI Appendix.
Whole blood was collected every 2 h over a 28-h period (15 timepoints
total) from each subject, yielding a total of 165 samples. Whole blood tran-
scriptional profiling was carried out using RNA sequencing (see SI Appendix
for details). Samples that did not meet the RNA quality thresholds were
excluded from further analyses. RNA-seq data for the remaining 153 samples
were processed as described in SI Appendix. For consistency with the other
datasets, the reference time was the clock time each sample was taken.

Data Preparation. Data were expressed on a log2 scale appropriate to
the platform (log2 normalized intensity for microarray data, log2(TPM + 1)
for RNA-seq). Only data for genes in common to all four datasets (cf.
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SI Appendix, Table S1) were retained for analysis, resulting in a feature space
of 7,768 genes. For TimeSignature, and TimeSignature only, the data were
renormalized using two timepoints per subject: for a given sample taken
at time ti , another selected as close to ti ± 12 h as possible for that sub-
ject, and Eq. 1 would be applied to normalize those samples with respect to
their mean.

TimeSignature Training and Feature Selection. A random subset of 24 time
courses from the GSE39445 dataset (37) was used to train the TimeSigna-
ture machine following Eq. 3. The selected time courses came from both
the sleep restriction and the sleep extension (control) arms of the original
study (37). Within this 24-time course training set, 10-fold CV was used to
tune λ and α, selecting values that best minimized the out-of-bag residu-
als. To obtain the “core” TimeSignature genes, we repeated this process 12
times using different subsets of GSE39445 for the training data. In all cases,
the optimal models retained ∼40 genes, of which 18 appeared in at least 6
runs. Prediction accuracy was independent of the identity of the remaining
auxiliary predictors, and thus, a single representative run was chosen as the
trained TimeSignature model.

Timestamp Testing and Validation. The trained model was then applied to
the remaining 24 time courses from GSE39445 (37) that had not been
chosen to form the training set, providing a truly independent test of
the model accuracy. In addition, it was also applied to three independent
validation datasets: GSE48113 (38), GSE56931 (39), and the new RNA-seq
data. For each sample, a single other sample ∼12 h from the same sub-
ject was selected, and we applied Eq. 1 to those two samples to mimic the
normalization when only two timepoints are available. We then applied
the predictor to each of the samples following the 2-point within-subject
normalization.

Application of ZeitZeiger. Application of ZeitZeiger (36) followed the pro-
tocol described in the ZeitZeiger package vignette (43). The same 24 time
courses used for the TimeSignature training were used to train ZeitZeiger,
using the original log2 normalized intensity data. We then applied it to data
from each of the four studies separately. In each case, the original data for
the test/validation set were combined with the training data and batch-
corrected with ComBat (42) via the MetaPredict (44) R package, as dictated

by the ZeitZeiger protocol. ZeitZeiger was then retrained and applied to the
new data.

Application of PLSR. Application of the PLSR method (34) followed the pro-
tocol implemented in code provided by the authors in ref. 45. Expression
values were mean centered and normalized to unit variance across all 7,768
genes within each sample. Leave-one-out cross-validation was used to select
the optimal number of PLSR components and high-weighted genes in the
training data; these values were then used to train the PLSR model using
all training samples, and the resulting model was applied to the test and
validation data.

Statistical Analyses. Nonparametric Wilcoxon and Kruskal–Wallis tests were
used to compare distributions of errors between studies and between con-
ditions. Empirical CDFs were computed for the error distributions, after
dividing them by 12 to normalize them onto the range [0, 1]. The AUC was
reported as the nAUC, where nAUC = 0.5 for a predictor that is no better
than chance and nAUC = 1 for a perfect predictor. To compute statistical sig-
nificance of the nAUCs, a bootstrap was used. For each study, we randomly
generated time of day predictions by sampling from a uniform distribution
on [0, 24) and computed the corresponding nAUC. This process was repeated
104 times to obtain a reference distribution to which the true nAUCs were
compared. In all cases (Timestamp, ZeitZeiger, and PLSR), the true nAUCs
were strongly significant with p< 10−4, indicating that all methods perform
better than chance. All statistical analyses were carried out in R (53).

Availability of Methods and Data. R scripts to carry out the TimeSignature
analysis are available from github.com/braunr/TimeSignatR. New RNA-seq
data are publicly available from GEO under accession number GSE113883,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE113883.
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